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ABSTRACT 

Knowledge about ambient noise wavefield, through decomposition into different participant 

waves and determination of precise singularities in ellipticity curves, could be very beneficial to 

improve the obtained subsurface velocity structures. In this paper, a statistical signal processing 

array method called WaveDec and four single-station methods; Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral 

Ratio (HVSR) or H/V, HVTFA (H/V using time frequency analysis), RayDec (Random 

Decrement Technique) and DOP-E (Degree Of Polarization) are applied to decompose ambient 

noise wavefield and to extract ellipticity and dispersion curves of surface waves. The Colfiorito 

basin, Italy, as a site with a simple soil structure is considered to apply the methods. The 

decomposed modes of surface waves and ellipticity curves of Rayleigh waves are used in a joint 

inversion process. The retrieved shear-wave velocity profile is in close agreement with previous 

studies in the mentioned site.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The ambient noise wavefield is composed of unknown amounts of simultaneously present waves 

of different types. Obtaining dispersion curves of surface waves is one of the most important goals 

of seismic surveying methods to achieve the shear-wave velocity under the sites. To study the 

ambient noise, several array and single-station methods exist. Some well-known array techniques 

extensively used in investigating ambient noise wavefield are the conventional Bartlett method 

(Lacoss et al., 1969), the high-resolution beamforming (Capon, 1969), MUSIC (Schmidt, 1986), 

SPAC (Aki, 1957), WaveDec (Maranò et al., 2011) and high-resolution Rayleigh three-

component beamforming (RTBF) (Wathelet et al., 2018). In WaveDec, wavefield parameters 

including amplitude, phase, azimuth, wavenumber and the ellipticity angle (which shows the 

retrograde and prograde particle motion of Rayleigh waves) are estimated. The extensively used 

single-station methods are the H/V spectral ratio technique widespread by Nakamura (1989), the 

HVTFA method (Fäh et al., 2001), and the RayDec technique (Hobiger et al., 2009). The most 

recent one is DOP-E (Berbellini et al., 2019) which benefits from Degree of Polarization of 

Rayleigh wave’s fundamental mode (R0) in computing H/V ratio. In this study, the ambient noise 

measurements in the Colfiorito site, in Italy, which is a well-studied site, were analyzed applying 

different methods and results are compared.  

In this study, ambient noise wavefiled composition and subsoil shear-wave velocity structure were 

investigated in Colfiorito site. In this regard, ellipticity curves of Rayleigh waves were retrieved 

from the H/V, HVTFA, RayDec, DOP-E and WaveDec methods. Wavefield decompositions were 

carried out by applying WaveDec which resulted in the Rayleigh and Love wave separation and 

mode distinction. Then shear-wave velocity models of the site are retrieved through joint 

inversion of dispersion and ellipticity curves.  

 

 

The Colfiorito site 
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The data set was recorded within the scope of the SESAME project (2002) using a set of MarsLite 

20-bit digitizers and 3C Lennartz (Le3D-5s) stations. The studied array (Array B) is composed of 

11 stations and one hour long record at a sampling rate of 125 Hz. The minimum and maximum 

inter station distances are 36 and 250 meters, respectively. The array layout is depicted in Figure 

1. 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Locations of the studied site in Colfiorito (the yellow placemark) and the downhole (the red 

placemark) in the Google Earth map, (b) The array layout of the studied site in Colfiorito (Array B). 

 

Ellipticity curves  
The ellipticity curves are obtained from the H/V, HVTFA, RayDec, DOP-E and WaveDec 

methods in the Colfiorito site and are compared in this section. All of the curves have been 

smoothed by using 1D Gaussian filters (standard deviation δ=2). The results of all applied 

methods are in close agreement at the peak frequency. The f0 of the site is 0.9 Hz and the first 

trough occurs at 1.8 Hz. According to Figure 2, the frequency peak and trough are identified 

successfully by the applied methods, but it seems they are more clear in WaveDec. One reason 

could be that the presence of Love waves in the wavefield increases the energy on the horizontal 

components. By decomposing the wavefield and modeling the Love waves, WaveDec would 

effectively remove the effect of Love waves in computing the ellipticity ratio. As a consequence, 

a decrease occurs at the trough (Maranò et al., 2017). 

The trend of ellipticity curve obtained from WaveDec is in close agreement with the theoretical 

curve. All the applied methods except for H/V, decreased the effect of body and Love waves in 

the wavefield that caused to decrease the ellipticity ratio.  

 

 
Figure 2. Ellipticity curves obtained from different methods in Colfiorito; the theoretical R0 (the black 

line), H/V (the red line), RayDec (the blue greenish line), HVTFA (the violet line), DOP-E (the light olive 

line), WaveDec (the blue line). 
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Wavefield decomposition  

The estimated FK curves of Rayleigh wave fundamental mode (R0), the first higher mode (R1) 

and the Love wave fundamental mode (L0), together with the ellipticity angle of the R0 applying 

WaveDec are shown in Figs. 3a-d. The separation of the Rayleigh and Love waves’ modes is very 

conspicuous in the FK domain and there is almost good accordance with the theoretical curves. 

Although, there is quite a bit difference of the R1 with regard to the theoretical curve (Fig. 3c). 

The results are valid up to 3 Hz, where aliasing occurs at higher frequencies. The ellipticity angle 

of the R0 exhibits a prograde motion at the peak frequency (0.9 Hz) up to the first trough (1.8 Hz), 

where the wave is polarized vertically and after that the particle motion is retrograde up to 2.2 Hz. 

Fig. 3d shows the estimated Love wave number in the Colfiorito site. It is shown that the L0 and 

the first higher mode (L1) are also resolved well by WaveDec and there is a good accordance with 

theoretical curves. 

 
Figure 3. (a) The estimated Rayleigh wave wavenumber, the R0 picked curve applying WaveDec (the blue 

curve), the theoretical R0 curve (the green line) and array resolution limits (the horizontal light green lines), 

(b) The estimated Rayleigh wave ellipticity angle, the R0 picked curve (the blue curve), (c) The estimated 

Rayleigh wave wavenumber, the R1 picked curve (the blue curve) and the theoretical R1 curve (the dashed 

green line), (d) The estimated Love wave wavenumber, the L0 picked curve (the blue curve)  and the 

theoretical L0 and L1 curves (the green solid and dashed lines). 

Shear-wave velocity profile in the Colfiorito site 
The dispersion curves of R0, R1, L0 and the ellipticity angle curve obtained from WaveDec are 

selected as targets in the inversion process to yield the shear-wave velocity structure of the site. 

The parameterization of the soil model is achieved using a single layer as a stack of several 

sublayers overlying a half space following a power law velocity with depth. The results are 

presented in Figure 4. The misfit value is about 0.02. The obtained shear-wave velocity and the 

depth of bedrock are about 1600 m/s and 51m, respectively, which are in close agreement with 

the theoretical velocity profile obtained from the downhole data (the black curve). The 

corresponding results presented by Di Giulio et al. (2006) for the same array (Array B) are about 

1694 m/s and 48m which are very close. 
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Figure 4. (a) The observed ellipticity angle curve of the R0 in the studied site (the black curve), (b) The 

observed dispersion curve of the R0 in the studied site (the black curve), (c) The observed dispersion curve 

of R1, (d) The observed dispersion curve of the L0 in the studied site (the black curve), (e) The estimated 

shear-wave velocity model obtained from the inversion alongside with the theoretical curve deduced from 

downhole data (the black line).  

 

CONCLUSION 
We investigated ellipticity curves, wavefield decomposition and the underground structure 

beneath a site in Colfiorito, in Italy. In this site, amongst the used methods we showed that the 

ellipticity obtained from WaveDec shows the peak and trough clearer than what other methods 

do (Fig. 2). It could be due to removing successfully the effects of Love waves on the horizontal 

components in computing the ellipticity ratio. In order to decompose the ambient noise wavefield, 

we applied WaveDec. Surface waves separation and also mode distinction (R0, R1 and L0) were 

achieved well (Fig.3). Retrieving the signed ellipticity angle by WaveDec was helpful to 

recognize the retrograde and prograde particle motion of Rayleigh waves in the studied site. 

Finally, subsoil shear-wave velocity structure beneath the site was studied based on resultant 

modes of dispersion and ellipticity curves (Fig.4). The retrieved underground structure was in 

close accordance with the previous investigations in the studied site.   
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